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Off the Scale
Editorial
A very warm welcome to the first issue of Off
the Scale!
This new digital angling publication has several
important aims. Firstly, and perhaps most
importantly, it seeks to bring all anglers together,
regardless of where they usually fish or what
species they nomally fish for. After all, the vast
majority of us go fishing for the same reasons;
relaxation, adventure, to enjoy nature and,
sometimes, just for a bit of peace and quiet!
Off the Scale also wishes to address the key
issues facing our beloved pastime, notably
pollution, over-fishing and management. As
with many problems in modern society, little can
change through individual effort. Anglers need
to - must - come together and work side by side
on the protection of fish, their habitats and the
environment in general. Not only for our own
personal happiness but, crucially, that of future
generations.
If this small-scale e-zine, which is entirely
independent, can help change attitudes to
angling and better it overall, as well as educate,
inspire and entertain then it will have done its
job.
I hope you enjoy the first issue, with its varied
content. There should be something for almost
anyone, even though its winter!

We think its time to take a new path in the world of angling...
www.offthescaleangling.ie
editor@offthescaleangling.ie

About our page navigation
Navigating through the e-zine is easy! Simply
click or tap on the white buttons at the
bottom of each page.
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The boring fine print

This is just the beginning for Off the Scale. It will
no doubt improve as time passes and I hope you
will join us as part of that journey.
All the very best,
Bill Brazier, Editor
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‘‘There was way too
much weed about to
fish properly’’

FlounderIng
		
around
By Sidney Kennedy

Surely one of the

greatest things about angling is
its endless variety. There are so
many species of fish in so many
types of venue, all involving
different tactics and approaches
to outwit them. How could
anyone ever become bored of
this wonderful pastime? Yet
some fish are rarely targeted,
perhaps because of the places
they live or due to their small
size. Flounder are a classic
case. In much of reland and
the UK, our coastal waters and
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estuaries provide excellent
flounder habitat. They are very
often present in large numbers,
fight well for their size and,
happily, feed well through the
coldest months of the year.
Top Cork-based all-rounder
Sidney Kennedy shows us that,
with a little guidance, fishing
for these fascinating flatfish
isn’t complicated and can be
excellent fun, even when it’s
freezing!
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Without fail, every autumn and winter I make
a few trips after flounder. Of course they are
available to anglers all year round but when the
temperatures drop these flatfish really begin to
feed up, ahead of their spawning in early spring.
Chasing flounder also gives you a chance of some
good sport when the rivers and lakes are too cold
or when the open seas are too rough.
Living in Cork as I do, there was only one place
that came to mind recently when planning a
trip after ‘flatties’ – the well-known Slob Bank in
Youghal. A trip to the local tackle shop the day
before saw me buy some four and five ounce
leads, a few pre-made flounder traces and some
materials to make our my own just in case I lost
any to snags. Most important of all though was
that I managed to get a total of two dozen frozen
peeler crab. In my experience this is often the
best bait for flounder and although live crabs
are much better (very hard to collect or buy in
winter), frozen is still better than anything else.
Using peeler crab also gives you the chance of a
bonus fish, such as bass. Flounder, like most fish,

Simple two-hook
My rigsflapper
are rigs

very simple.

‘‘My change of
marks worked
straight away’’

also like lugworms but baits rarely
last long, especially in estuaries,
before the resident crabs tear them
to pieces.
After constantly checking the
weather and tide tables, I made an
early start the next day. However,
on arriving in Youghal I could see

Peeler crab - often the best bait for flounder
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the forecast was wrong as usual,
with a strong southerly instead of
a light south west. I was worried
that this small change could bring
in lots of floating weed as the tide
was filling the estuary. As I took
the gear out of the jeep I could
see six anglers set up along the
slob bank so I thought the weed
conditions must be OK. How
wrong I was!
Following a walk of over 800m
to the mark I could see one of the
angler’s rods bent over double
and as he was reeling I saw a big
ball of weed sliding down his
line. I knew then that I only had
a few hours of weed free fishing.
This time would be from the last
hour of the fill to the last two of
the ebb, when the weed would
start flowing back downstream,
past me and out to sea again.
As expected, I didn’t last long
in the first spot. There was way
too much weed about to fish
properly. Yes I could have waited
for it to improve but with only
a few hours good fishing due to
the tides I didn’t want to waste a
minute.
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“They were feeding
well and several times
I had a two fish on
each rod”

With that ‘experiment’ over I quickly decided
to head back towards Youghal town and fish
alongside the famous waste pipe, only a hundred
or so yards from the jeep. With the tide starting
to slow and the weed situation improving,
at least at this new mark, it was time to start
peeling the crab (including their legs and claws)
and cast out. When time is limited it is important
to have bait peeled and ready to attach to the
hook. I fished two rods at fairly short range,
hoping to draw the flounder out of their hiding
places.
One important thing to know about flounder
is that they often feed in very shallow water, very
close to the shore. Even a depth of a few inches
is enough sometimes. Flounder feed over mud
and sand, searching for worms and crabs. Like
all angling, you usually want to look for a feature
that will attract and hold fish, such as a dip in
the mud or a rocky, weedy ledge in the margins.
Having a look at your chosen mark at low water
will give you a lot of clues about the best places
to place a bait.
Although flounder are usually small (a 2lb+
fish is fairly big), tackle still needs to be strong
to cope with snags and the dreaded floating
weed, as well as any unexpected fish you
may hook. This is one area where sea angling
differs greatly from coarse or game - tackle
usually needs to be stepped up considerably.
Normal 13-14ft beachcasters with a rating
of 4-8oz are perfect, but those with more
sensitive tips are better for spotting bites.
Heavier carp or pike rods, of 3-3.5lb test
curve, will also do if you don’t have access
to more typical sea fishing gear. Reels should
be loaded with 15lb+ mainline with shock/
snag leaders of at least 30-40lb. Reel choice,
multiplier or fixed spool, is up to you. My rigs,
like most people’s, are very simple. I use a
two-hook flapper rig, with size 1- 1/0 hooks
for my flounder fishing. Long shank hooks,
like the classic ‘Aberdeen’ pattern, don’t
just present the bait better but they make
unhooking flounder a lot easier (see video). A
lot of anglers suggest using beads and
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have been a specimen (>2lb 7oz) but you win
some, you lose some. The bites came to both
normal peeler crab and leg baits. Another good
tip that will save you money is don’t throw away
the crab’s legs. Peeler crabs are not cheap in the
shops and the fish don’t seem to care if you use
the body or the legs of the crab on the hook.
By using the legs (and claws) you can get an
extra two or even three baits out of each crab,
especially for smaller species like flounder.

sequins on the trace above the hook to attract
flounder to the bait. Personally I think this is
only an advantage in clear water but if it gives
you confidence then use them, it certainly
won’t catch you any less fish. Lead choice
depends on where you are fishing and the tide
conditions. Sometimes you will need a 4 or
5oz grip lead to hold position, other times a
light 2oz flat lead rolling around is ideal. This
knowledge comes with experience.
My change of marks worked straight way, as
I soon started to get the typical ‘tap-tap-tap’
bite from a flounder. In fact, in the first fifteen
minutes I had landed three fish, all lovely fish
of about a pound. Unlike the first few, the next
two flounders were deep hooked. This is a very
common problem when fishing for flatfish, no
matter how early you hit the bite. Even though
they are small they can very quickly and greedily
swallow large baits. Some people say that you
should cut the line if a fish is deep hooked or
even just kill the fish. That’s OK if you want to
eat one or two but usually I want to put my
fish back alive. For as long as I can remember I
have unhooked most deep-hooked flounder by
carefully entering through the gills, much the
same as a pike angler might do.
First, lie the flounder down then carefully
open up its ‘top’ gill flap until you see the shank
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of the hook. Then gently go over the top gill
raker with a long-nose forceps or pliers and grab
the shank of the hook. Second, with the shank
grabbed gently turn the hook around (over the
gill rakers) towards you. When the shank is out
(through the gill) try to hold it with your fingers.
Last of all, with the shank held with your fingers
put the pliers into the flounder’s mouth and grab
the bend of the hook, which will now be facing
in the opposite direction in which the fish was
hooked. With that done, push the hook back
towards the mouth with your fingers as you
gently pull with the pliers. I recommend using
barbless or de-barbed hooks when fishing for
flounder, its helps when unhooking a greedy
fish. Most flounder will survive if you take your
time unhooking them, regardless of how deep
hooked they are. Hopefully the embedded video
will explain this very important technique more
clearly. Practice will make perfect.
I continued to catch some cracking flounder
as the tide began to ebb, all fighting fit and most
over a pound, up to 1lb 12oz. They were feeding
well and several times I had a two fish on each
rod, which made me think I had hooked a really
big ‘flattie’. I’m sure I did hook and lose at least
one large fish though, which somehow managed
to snag me on a rock I didn’t even know existed
in front of me and threw the hook. It may even

It was cold on the day but the fishing was
excellent and towards the end of the trip the
sun even came out, allowing for some great
photographs. The Editor even had a sneaky
cast or two (!) before the weed drifted back in
front of us and he managed to hook a few nice
flounder, using the same tactics I had used. With
some guidance he was soon easily able to deal
with any deep hooked fish using the technique.
All too soon the floating weed made fishing
close in impossible so for the last few minutes
we both cast as far as we could, over the

A lovely winter sunset

weed, into the deeper, main
channel. We soon both had
rattles on the rod tips and
reeled in two surprises, a
three-bearded rockling to Bill
and a small eel to me. It was
a nice way to finish a hard but
very enjoyable days fishing.
Next time you find yourself
unsure of where to go for
a trip this winter why not
grab some peeler crab and
head to the coast to target
some flounder. With a bit of
planning, I guarantee you
won’t regret it.
Tight lines,
Sid Kennedy

Another well conditioned flounder of 1lb 12oz
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In search of Springer’s
By Declan Tuffy

A fine double figure Spring salmon in top condition, before its release
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I am excited at the thoughts of the dawning of a new season and this new
publication. May I wish Bill every success with this new venture.
For both the novice or the experienced angler, early spring fish are hard to
come by. The going can be tough, very tough, and for the newcomer this time
of year can be a particularly daunting challenge. Where do I start ? What’s
the best time? What are the best beats? What rod, line and reel? What fly?
And so on. The questions are endless and a lot to take in, in one gulp! So, lets
try and decipher some of the mastery surrounding early spring salmon fishing
so that we can all have a go.
Firstly, the key to any salmon fishing is
to be prepared, knowing your quarry
and how they behave is crucial.
Assuming that you have the ability to
cast a fly or better still Spey cast, this
will allow you to fish in places that
might otherwise have be avoided!
If you lack the skill to cast I would
strongly advise you to take instruction
from a qualified instructor and master
the Spey cast (from both shoulders/
sides. This will greatly enhance your
chances of catching fish and allow
you to cover much more water. After
all, if you are going to drive a car you
would first take lessons. The same
logic should apply to your fishing. Its
money very well spent.

A good box of salmon flies ready for the off

13, 14 or 15 foot rod rated as a #9/10 or #10/11.
My preference for early season salmon fishing
is for a 15ft rod for large rivers and a 13ft rod
for smaller ones. Why? I like to fish large rivers
where possible and this extra rod length will
allow you to have much more control over your
fly. The extra rod length will also have the power
to lift heavy lines (and flies) required for early
spring fishing. The other advantage of a long rod
is that you have to make very few false casts. Lift
the fly to the surface, one good Spey cast and
you’re fishing. Your ability to cast will determine
your ability to fish. It is imperative you become a
proficient caster!!
Smaller single handed rods may be suitable if
your spring fishing is from a boat but don’t be
fooled. I know of many who fish with a double
hander when afloat. Sure it is a little heavy but
very few false casts apply here too. The extra
power can be a real advantage when fishing in

a strong wind. Smaller rods rated for #7 to #10
lines are also used to great effect from a boat
and with little obstacles behind to hinder you, an
overhead cast is all that’s required.
Next onto lines… There are a multitude of lines
to choose from on the market today. It can be
mind boggling! We have Spey lines, Multi-tip
lines, shooting heads, Skagit lines - the list is endless. So what would I recommend? My advice is
to build a collection of lines over time that will
fish at different depths. So what should you use?
Well, a floating line will have little use at this
time of year due to the higher flows and water
levels. I also think that some multi-tipped lines
can carry too much floating line thus not sinking
fast enough and causing the fly to whip around
or skate too quickly in the flow. Good, controlled
fly presentation is paramount.

“Getting your
fly down to the
fish is critical
at this time of
year”

So what rod should I use? The rod
length will be determined by the size
or width of river you fish. There are
many manufactures and many good
rods that can be had for reasonable
money. If you are a beginner take
advice from a qualified instructor he
(or she) will point you in the right
direction.
Assuming that rivers at this time will
hold more water than usual (making
them wider) I would recommend a
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A Sunray Shadow - a great Spring salmon pattern
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I prefer to use full sinking lines in early spring,
from intermediate to fast sinkers depending on
the speed and temperature of the water I am
fishing. The ability to quickly change the depth
you are fishing is a huge advantage, that’s why
I like to use shooting heads for my early season
Spring river fishing. These heads can be changed
out quickly to alter the depth. Your priority is
to get your fly well down and close to the fish.
Salmon won’t move very far for a fly at this time
of year! If you can land the fly on its nose, so
much the better. Springer’s are generally good
takers given the right conditions.
Early season salmon fishing, like all salmon
fishing, will be determined by conditions.
Conditions will ultimately determine how we fish
and the equipment we require. Water clarity,
temperature and height/level will all have to
be considered before we cast our first line.
Remember salmon won’t be inclined to lie too far
from the bank at this time of year either. They will
prefer to be in the quieter, slower moving pools in
order to conserve energy for the months ahead.
So, our fishing should be largely confined to the
margins on large rivers in early spring. A Wet cell
two fly line can be particularly useful for medium
to small rivers and also on our early season
lakes too. If I were to confine myself to three
lines it would be an intermediate, Wet Cell 2 (or
equivalent) and a sinking 3/4 fly line. This should
cover most situations. Faster sinkers might prove
useful and save the day but will not be required
as often.
Next to flies, and again the choice is endless!
However, there is a simple rule of thumb; “The
colder the water, the bigger the fly”. So, for the
month of February and early March I would tend
to fish on the large size, say a wing length of
about 2 to 3 inches. I have used Waddington’s,
Copper tube flies and Scandinavian tube flies with
great success in the past so I’ll stick with what I
know. Getting your fly down to the fish is critical
at this time of year.
I prefer to use a light fly and a sinking line over a
slow sinking line and a heavy fly. By weighting the
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to the number of fish caught. The less rods the more
salmon, the better the beat or river. This will mean,
for the most part, the dearer or more expensive it
is to fish but it will be worth the expense and effort.
Putting yourself on the best beats at the best time as
often as possible will greatly increase your chances of
landing that elusive Springer.

An Irish river in flood on a cold winters evening

There are a few fisheries that stand out. For example,
the Slaney in Co.Wexford, the Lennon in Donegal
(which is Catch and Release only), the Drowse in Co.
Leitrim, Carysville on the Cork Blackwater, Delphi in
Co.Mayo and Lough Currane in Co. Kerry can all offer
fantastic sport but can be heavily booked at this time.
Even so, there is always a chance of a vacancy or
cancellation!

“Early season

line and not the fly, the fly hovers over the fish in
a more attractive and life-like manner. Sometimes
a heavy fly can drop like a stone when it makes
its traverse to slacker water, thus making it less
realistic and more likely to snag. For clear water it is
hard to beat a black fly or wing on a fly ie. a Sunray
Shadow, Monkey, or Collie Dog. For coloured water
I would go with a gold Willie Gunn tied on a one
inch copper tube. I would also not be without one
of my favourite early season patterns, The Green
Highlander, tied on tubes and Waddingtons.

salmon fishing, like
all salmon fishing,
will be determined
by conditions”

Regardless as to what I write, there is nothing to beat
experience. The more time you spend on the water
the better. There is nowhere better to hone your
skills.
Remember be safe and always wear a life jacket when
afloat or wading. Wrap up well and stay warm and
may I wish a Happy (fish filled) New Year to you all!
John Somerville with a great
19lb 8oz Delphi Springer

One last note when fishing fast flowing or deep
water (on small or big rivers) is that a heavy fly
must be fished in order to get the fly down quickly
to cover all the potential taking lies.
With all of the above in mind what about where
to fish, and when? Very few Irish rivers get a good
run of spring fish in February but there are a few
notable ones that can be considered to offer a fair
chance of a spring salmon at this time. The first
thing to consider is the rod rate to fish caught ratio.
By that I mean the number of rods fished compared
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A little pike perseverance...
By Stuart Percy
I’m sitting here writing this article full
of anticipation for what the next three
days have in store for me. Three days on
the bank in search of the pike of dreams
await me and to say I’m looking forward
to it would be an understatement. I
have chosen a venue that I have done
well on at this time of year and with the
recent cold snap and temperatures well
into the minuses there’s sure to be a lot
of pike gathered in my chosen area.

Location
The area in particular that I’m going
to be targeting is a steep shelf that
runs parallel with the shore and drops
down to the deepest part of the lake at
roughly 100 yards and then shallows up
again at about 150 yards. This area is
out of reach of the average angler who
is casting from the shore and as a result
of this a lot of people fish here and go
home with a blank. To overcome this I
will be using my bait boat in conjunction
with a fish finder to accurately drop my
bait at the bottom of the shelf every
‘cast’, to where the pike will be lying in
wait. This is one of the few deep areas
of the lake so a bait presented here is
always sure to pick up a fish or two,
especially during excessive cold spells
like we have experienced in the past
few days. Apart from the obvious lure of
the steep shelf, the large head of roach
that reside in this lake all gather in the
area for the colder months too, so it’s
a deadly combination and the perfect
pike holding area.
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Tactics
As previously mentioned, I’ll be
positioning my baits via bait boat
and built-in fish finder. The venue in
question sees a lot of angling pressure
all year round and consequentially the
pike are very wary of angler’s baits.
Mackerel, smelt, herring – the usual
suspects - rarely get a second look.
Natural baits such as perch, roach,
eel section and pollan are my bait of
choice and, at least here, will out fish
everything else, without a doubt. The
pike in this lake, as well as being fussy
with bait choice, will also drop a bait if
they feel the slightest bit of resistance
or that something isn’t right, so a dropoff indicator with an adjustable clip is
a must. Pete Foster, owner of Radical
Angling Developments, makes a great
adjustable drop-off and these are the
ones I favour. They can be set so that
they will come off if a pike so much as
breathes on your bait. They are also
very good in strong wind conditions in
avoiding false indications. An open bail
arm is also a must in conjunction with
these as even the loosest bait runner

Find the droff-off’s and find the pike!

Bait boat complete with fish finder - it
makes pike fishing from the shore so
much easier and effective

will have a slight resistance. I have found
in the past that on pressured waters it’s
worth pulling your line out of the clip
even on a single bleep as a lot of the time
this will result in a full blown run.

Rigs
Personally, I think the most common
mistake most people make is overcomplicating their rigs when pike fishing. I
don’t feel it’s necessary at all, they aren’t
carp after all and the same level of finesse
isn’t required. Using convoluted rigs can
lead to more headaches than it’s worth.
On this session I’m going to be using
simple free running ledger rigs, with the
Fox leger stems and 3oz leads, possibly
4oz if there’s strong wind and associated
undertow. The heavier lead makes it
easier to keep a tight line to your bait,
without the risk of dragging it and your
hook points into bottom debris. A simple
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ledger like this, combined with a correctly set
up drop-off indicator and open bail arm, will
be sufficient to catch even the most educated
pike. They are also a handy rig to use for the bait
boat as the lead and trace can go in the hopper
together and there is little chance of a tangle.

while keeping a close eye on the screen of my
fish finder. When going over the area my baits
had been fishing in for the previous two days it
was blatantly obvious why I had been struggling
– a blank screen and shallow water with no fish
showing whatsoever! On past the shallows my
boat went and the screen suddenly came alive
with massive balls of roach appearing and a
few larger fish on the edge of the shoal. These
fish (pike, of course) have been lying out here
picking off roach the whole winter long without

The session
As is often the case with fishing, all the
preparation and anticipation can come to a
bitterly disappointing end and I guess that’s
what keeps us coming back for more time and
time again. If we were catching 20lb’ers every
time we were out it wouldn’t be the same. And
this session was no exception, with the first two
days passing relatively uneventfully. That was, of
course, until the final day when the perseverance
paid off…

A simple running ledger rarely tangles when
dropping it from the bait boat

Over the course of the first two days the weather
was certainly not on my side and with strong
Easterly winds and the lake up a few feet I was
undoubtedly fighting a losing battle, with only
a handful of jacks to show for my efforts. Sure I
was happy to catch pike regardless of their size
but at this stage of my fishing life I do actively
seek out the above-average specimens. At this
point it was definitely a question of “do I stay
or do I go?” Nine times out of ten I would have
called it a day with the weather forecast showing
no sign of improvement. In fact, if anything,
things were going to get worse before they got
better. In the end, though, the choice was made
to give it a third and final day as it was the end of
my holidays from work and it’s not often I get to
fish three days on the trot.
Day three came round (all too quickly, despite
the poor fishing) and to my joy there was a let up
in the wind, making my task a hell of a lot easier.
The choppy water was making it impossible
to get my baits out to the deep water and fish
confidently, but things were about to start going
my way. Just after sunrise, when visibility levels
had improved, I sent my baits out in the boat
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hooking them all the time, so I struck as soon
as I picked the rod up and saw that the pike was
still slowly taking line. Once I tightened into the
fish the rod doubled over and the fish began
taking line immediately. From my experience
this usually means it’s a lump! I gained line
slowly but surely. It was obvious I was into a
biggie, though, as it stayed deep the whole time
and was hard to move. It wasn’t until it neared
the net that I realised it was definitely over the
magical 20lb mark. I don’t know about anyone

A lovely 15lb 4oz fish. No, not a twenty but I didnt care one bit!

disturbance from anglers, and a fresh roach bait
placed on the edge of the shoal would surely be
too hard for a big Esox to resist?

It was obvious I was into a biggie... A twenty!

Once the baits had been placed and bait boat
retrieved it was a case of sitting back and waiting
and it wasn’t going to be long before things
kicked off. Half eight exactly and a single bleep
on my left hand rod got my attention. This was
quickly followed by the line being pulled out of
the clip and a slow but steady run. I don’t like to
give the fish time to swallow the bait, I would
much rather lose or miss a few fish than be deep

else but I think you would be lying if you said you
wouldn’t want the fight to end at this stage and
just get the fish in the net… and get the fish in
the net I did on the first attempt. Then, the relief,
joy, and excitement, all rolled up in one, hit me.
A lot of time, effort, money and a whole host
of other things go into catching fish of this size
and, on the occasions when it does happen, it’s
overwhelming. On this occasion I believed it was
certainly a reward which had been earned. The
hooks were placed nicely just inside the pikes
mouth and ten seconds later saw her unhooked
and into the weigh sling.

Off the Scale

Another pike over 20lb under my belt, tipping the scales at a very pleasing 21lb 4oz. I was a very happy man, honestly!
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Even when a fish looks like it will go over the 20lb
mark it can be deceiving at times, so it was a
nice to see the digital scales settle on 21lbs 4ozs.
Another pike over 20lb under my belt and I was
very happy camper! A few quick photos were
taken and she was released unharmed, none the
worse for her brief encounter with an fanatical
angler.
In my experience, pike usually feed in brief spells
and during these you may catch a few before
hours of inactivity follow, so the bait was placed
back out in the same spot straight away. Seconds
after getting the bait boat back to land my other

rod took off with no warning bleeps, just a full
blooded run! Upon striking I was once again
met with great resistance and I was clearly into
another good fish. This one gave a good account
of itself and once again was very lightly hooked
(striking early is the key). It went 15lbs 4ozs on
the scales and, although by no means a monster,
after my ‘twenty’ I was more than happy. Any
more action after a fish like that would be a
bonus. I took a quick photo and back she went.
Just as I was placing her in the water for the
release the left hand rod signalled another
screaming run. To cut a long story short, another
pike of 13lbs odd was landed and I was over the
moon! After two days of hard
work it had all came together,
with three nice fish inside
an hour. Two more pike of
around 10-12lb were landed
by 1pm before the weather
started to turn nasty and I
called an end to the trip.

Irelands Premier online angling store

All your game, coarse, carp, pike and sea needs!
Visit us:
Unit 23 Orion Business Centre,
Ballycoolin,
Banchardstown,
Dublin 15
Phone us: Email us:
01-8991185 info@mainirishangling.com
Full Range of Free Spirit Pike Tamer
K!
rods now back in stock!
UIC
Q
All at unbeatable prices!
BE

All in all, the session was
saved on the final day and this
was, to me, a perfect example
of how hard work pays off. It
also showed the importance
of putting thought into all
aspects of your fishing - it’s
not just a case of fishing the
spot closest to the car park
and lobbing out two baits
blind. Do your homework, put
the hours in and eventually it
will pay off.
Good luck!
Stuart Percy

My third fish in an hour and my last of the trip at 12lb or so
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Finally! Products sold in Ireland at UK prices!

Off the Scale

The world of kayak angling - Part 1
By Gary Robinson
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“Kayak fishing
brings you so much
closer to nature
than boat fishing”
Kayak angling has become very
popular in recent years, not just in
Ireland but worldwide. A question
many anglers seem to be asking is
“why?”
All-rounder Gary Robinson is a
self-confessed kayak convert, often
ditching more traditional shore or
boat angling in favour of sitting in
14ft of plastic. But what advantages
can this style of angling offer, is
it difficult, is it expensive, is it
worthwhile and, most importantly,
is it for you?
His next few articles aim to
help you decide...

I came to kayaking as an angler. Six years ago I did not know
one end of a kayak from the other. Now I have sold a lot of
my bank and shore fishing gear and I couldn’t really imagine
many fishing trips without using the kayak in some way. Be
warned; kayak fishing is an incredibly addictive branch of the
sport of angling but it also so liberating. When you fish from
a kayak you get a totally different perspective on angling. You
sit practically on the water’s surface. Kayak fishing brings you
so much closer to nature than boat fishing. There are places
that I can take the kayak that you would never get a boat
near.
When getting the kayak the intention to fish from it had
never entered my mind. I picked up the craft with the idea
of getting some exercise and fresh air at the same time.
Fishing from it was an afterthought and what a revelation it
has turned out to be! Most of you reading this are probably
pretty well seasoned anglers and I am not going to sit here
and tell you what you can fish for in Ireland; most of you are
already well aware of what can be caught, where and when.
What I would like to do is to try and illustrate how useful a
small, plastic, paddle propelled boat can be and how it can
improve your fishing.
Sheer versatility is one of the main selling points of kayak
fishing. There are very few waters where you cannot carry
or drag you kayak to the shoreline and launch without the
need for a boat slip. Small lakes in the midlands that are
three fields over cannot be reached by many boats but they
are accessible with a kayak. Long stretches of shoreline along
the coast are opened up with a kayak. And transporting the
kayak to these new fishing areas is also an easy task; no
need for trailers, no need for heavy engines to pull trailers,
no need for fuel tanks and no need for mooring fees. Secure
the kayak to the roof bars and you are ready to fish almost
anywhere.
Once you manage to get onto the water more merits of using
a kayak become apparent. Needing only a couple of inches of
water beneath you to get moving allows access to areas that
boats just cannot get near. Shallow stretches of shoreline are
now fishable, sandbars on low tides can be traversed with
ease, sneaking through reed-beds is not a problem. None
of these areas could be exploited with a boat and engine
without running the risk of potentially doing some serious
damage to your craft and your pride!
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catch large or small fish but I honestly mean it.
To me, catching wrasse is as much fun as trotting
for roach or dry fly fishing for trout or battling
tope against a running tide. They are all special
feelings in their own right but what makes them
extra special is experiencing them from a kayak.

Try getting a boat through that lot!

When you sit on a kayak to fish you are
brought so much closer to nature than you
ever will be with a boat and engine. Sights,
sounds and smells that used to be just out of
reach are now brought tantalisingly close to
you as an angler. I have been able to paddle
right up behind grebes, swans and razorbills,
only startling them when I have been almost
within touching distance. On clearer water I
have been able to pass right over trout and
pike lying in only a few feet of water, the fish
not even flinching as I carry on. The extras
that you can enjoy when on a kayak have to
be experienced to be believed and that is
before you even cast a lure or drop a bait!
As the last paragraph alludes to, you
have probably guessed that the kayak is a
quiet, non-invasive craft. One of the biggest
advantages over a small boat and engine is the
stealth that a kayak can incorporate to your
fishing. For those of you that may dive, you
should be aware that sound travels incredibly
well through water. When walking about
on the deck of a boat you may as well be
thumping the keel with a hammer, such is the
level of noise that gets transmitted through
the water. In the kayak you cannot walk
around, you are kept stationary. Movement is
minimal and sound waves transmitted through
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the water are not an issue. I honestly believe
that this factor alone has helped me to catch
some of the larger, more wary fish that have
graced my kayak. I have been able to sneak up
on them and they never once heard me coming.
Food for thought...

With kayak fishing it is just you. You and the
fish. Using a kayak brings you so much closer to
the action. It forces you almost into their domain
and when you do get the better of one, the only
place to ‘land’ it is into your lap. For me, no type
of angling brings you closer to Nature and closer
to the fish than kayak fishing and now that I have
immersed myself in it, fishing from the shore just
does not have the same appeal that it once did.

“plenty of people
say that they don’t
care whether
they catch large
or small fish but I
honestly mean it”

Catch you all next month.
Gary Robinson

A beautiful Ballan wrasse from the ‘yak

I would be the first to admit that kayak
fishing is not for everybody. Some view it as a
dangerous branch of the sport. Some view it
as a method for the very fit. Some view it as
a pursuit of the mentally unstable! Some just
prefer bigger boats and less energy expended
on a fishing trip. I will address these points
by stating that kayak anglers are among the
most safety conscious anglers around and
in the main part they do not leave things to
chance. None of us want our next trip out to
be our last! We plan things meticulously and
we do not leave things to chance. We carry
a lot of safety gear and are generally a very
responsible group of anglers. With regards to
fitness; I would not be the fittest or strongest
guy around. Granted, I do have a good level of
general fitness but this has been maintained by
kayak fishing and fitness levels should certainly
not be a barrier to starting. If anything the
fresh air and exercise should be a bonus.
And as for the fishing itself, I know that plenty
of people say that they don’t care whether they

Off the Scale

So, you’ve decided to go to

France...
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Part 1
by Dan O Kelly

Off the Scale

So you`ve been looking at the mag`s and all the pictures of big carp on the internet
and you`ve thought to yourself “I want one of them”. And who could blame you. As
anglers we`ve always been intrigued by big fish and the thought of catching one is
the driving force for many anglers. But I will say one thing before I go any further
and that is don`t let big French fish ruin your Irish fishing. I`ve seen it happen
so many times; lads go over to France and come back saying that they just can`t
get motivated to go and fish for our comparatively small Irish carp anymore.
Sure Irish fish are small by European standards but they still present the same
challenges as any others. They get cautious as they get older and once they have
been caught a few times. They learn to avoid rigs just like any other carp in any
other country regardless of size. At the end of the day you can only catch what`s
in front of you and I personally still enjoy targeting Irish fish. Although we are not
blessed with massive carp here we are in one sense very luckily to be next door
neighbours to a country that is the Mecca of big carp worldwide. We can hop
on a plane and be there in two hours if we so desire, or get the ferry straight to
France, or even go the ‘land bridge’ route through England so things are not all
that bad. This is what I`m going to talk about in this article, French commercial
fisheries.

Most commercials are actually closed for the winter and open again in April. Being the first anglers
of the season on a lake can be a massive advantage as the fish have not seen any pressure for the
last 6 months or so. Again, weather is key but the water supply on your chosen lake is also important
too. March and April can be very wet months sometimes in France (so maybe not a good time to
bring the missus, you`ll get no brownie points for a wet bivvy-bound holiday and less chance of
talking her into going again the following year, and even less chance of any spawning for yourself;
be smart, play the long game). If the lake is stream/river fed, a strong flow of cold water will retard
spawning sometimes into mid-June. If the lake has a poor supply of water then the temperature of
the lake will rise far quicker than that of one with a large inflow, leading to the carp getting the 17
plus degrees they need to spawn much earlier. Don`t get too despondent if you arrive at a lake to
find out that they have just started spawning for the first time as often the bigger females will not
go the first time around. Sometimes they don`t spawn until a month later. Just a foot note regarding
the ferry at this time of year and later in the year, basically the times they are not too busy, the off
season. Don`t be late for the boat! Leave yourself plenty of time as they have been known to go
early if they are just waiting on one person. It happened to me a few years ago. I arrived at 6.25pm
for a ferry that was meant to go at 7pm and it had already gone. The next ferry was not for three
days. That said, it is a very cheap time of year to travel, with prices far cheaper than the high
summer.

I’ll cover the basic mechanics of a trip, when to go, venue choice and the best
ways to get there. These are the first things you need to get sorted before
you think of the other issues like bait and tackle, which I’ll cover next month.
The first thing to decide is what time of year to go. This is very important
and there are many factors to consider. Most lads want to run off to France
as soon as they see a bit of spring sunshine and the evenings getting a
bit longer, especially if they have sat around all winter doing very little
fishing. They are like kids on Christmas Eve that just can`t wait to open
their presents and they just want to get going. I would advise to hold
back and think about it.
You are going to drop anywhere from €1000-1500 on your holiday so
maybe a bit of patience is required. Some lakes owners offer cheaper
rates for early season bookings and though this seems great,
remember that the price of the lake is only about 20-25%
of your holiday cost. Late March into April is a much safer
bet. Yes, carp are catchable in February and early March but
sometimes lakes can still be frozen over at this time of year.
Weather is key in the first part of the season as spawning
is just around the corner and this can be a minefield
and can make choosing lakes and then swims on said
lakes a gamble. Definitely in the second half of
March and then April, female carp are at their
top weights and need to support the eggs that
they are carrying around. The males are getting
ready for the ‘rut’ so are also on the munch.
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Brrrr! April on the Chalet swim on Etang de Brigueuil near Limoges . France is not
always sunshine and lolly pops, folks!
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May is probably the biggest gamble regarding spawning and catch rates.
With the biggest gamble comes both the biggest results and fails. This
hinges on when the fish spawn. Pre-spawning can be like shooting fish in
a barrel and a lot of lake records can get broken then but sometimes ‘big
hits’ of fish can be localised to certain swims on the lake, which can lead
to some anglers hammering fish and others sitting on their hands. This can
lead to disharmony within your chosen group of angling besties and can
result in what we call ‘French fall-outs’. This has happened time and time
again and can make for a poor ferry trip home. It`s all fun and games until
someone catches a big fish!!! Some will say that you should not be fishing
for fish that are spawning and the fishery should be closed for this period.
But, as it`s very hard to predict when the fish are going to spawn and for
how long. It’s just not commercially viable for fisheries to shut as this time,
as spawning can be on and off for two months. It`s up to the individual
angler at this point. Maybe move away from the areas that the fish are
actually in the act of spawning to a quieter part of the lake…
If the sun has not popped out in April it will be out in May and in my
experience after the final spawning the fish can knock off for a month. I
have witnessed this every summer that I lived in France. It`s around May
time that the Poisson Chats (fish cats, directly translated) or American
brown bullnose catfish (not to be confused with the Wells catfish or Silure)
start to get active along with the crayfish, although the crayfish are only
a problem if present in large amounts. They get really active at the end of
May and into June. All this probably makes June probably the worst month
to be on a commercial lake in France. Plus the fish you do catch are at their
lowest weights for the year, spawned out and tired looking. But from about
now until maybe the end of September are the best times to bring the
missus!
July and August continue to be very hot across most of France and as it’s
the main holiday time the prices of everything goes up, even the motorway
tolls. The ferries can be three or four times the price than that of March
or April. The roads can be very busy with French, Dutch and German
holidaymakers and you can get caught out in massive traffic jams, possibly
missing your ferry home as a result. If this happens you will find it very
hard to even get another booking due to the amount of holidaymakers.
However, it’s around mid-July that I start to notice the fishing picking up
again and August can be a good month. Of course, I know that most people
get their holidays then and have no choice but to go then. C’est la vie.
You`ve just got to make the most of it.

Its not always easy! It took me four trips to France before I got my first 40lbs fish. The bivvys in the background belong to
Shane Hebert and Alan Weeks. Alan is not with us anymore so, remember, holidays to France with friends are about so much more
than just catching fish...

September is probably the best month to go to France for a few reasons.
With spawning and recovery well in the past I find that the fish notice
the daylight hours shortening, temperatures dropping and really start
to go on the feed again. They are starting to produce eggs for next year’s
reproduction already and they need nutrition to fuel this. I find that
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A stunning common of 48lb 14oz. Caught on the 25t March from Etang de Brigueuil on my first night back on the lake that year. If the lake has just opened or has not been busy it is a great time to pick up some of the
big ones!
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the fish are spread out all
around the lakes and can
offer, in most cases, a nice
even spread of captures.
This curtails the possible
incidents of French fall-outs
with your buddies and its
then happy faces on the
way home, with much
rejoicing and the topic
of conversation being on
next year’s trip! You will
also find that the ferry
prices plummet after the
1st of September due to
the holiday season ending
and the kids going back to
Some lakes offer cabins or chalets for hire beside the lake for a few euros
school.
more. They can be very comfortable. Vinny Byrne, the old romantic, went
October and November can on bended knee and proposed to missus in this one!
slow right down on some
commercials, especially if
they have had a busy year. I think the fish have seen everything and have been caught a few times
during the year. Many have now wised up to our tricks and traps and as a result they are more
cautious. You will find that most fishery owners will close their lake to give the fish a break. That said,
I find that it is not until mid-October that the fish hit their top weights again so although you will
have slower fishing you do have a good chance of breaking a lake record or getting a target fish (if
you have one).

it could have gone the other way very easily, so we tried not to get caught out like that again.
Another way of making things easier for your self is to use a booking agent like Horton Management or
Fisherman Holidays. I can personally recommend both. These type of companies work on commission
basis, but should not cost you anymore that the normal price. You can just inform them of the
number of your group, what sort of venue you’re looking for, package types (e.g. drive and survive,
fly and survive or whether you want to book a chalet, hire tackle etc) and any other requirements
that you have and they will advise you on the lakes on their books that might suit your requirements.
Alternatively, you can do your own research and contact the lake directly.
Stocking levels of any lake are also a major factor in the decision process. Keep in mind that lake owners
will often lie about the stock in their lake or just not give you the whole picture. Some fisheries will buy
a big carp, say 60lbs plus, from a fish farmer and then advertise that they have fish to 60lbs. Although
not technically a lie, it’s not really telling the whole truth either. The next fish down from that might
only be 30lbs.The chances of you hitting the big one on your visit are very slim. What you are hoping
for is that if the lake is capable of producing big fish then there will also be good-sized back up fish,
i.e. a balanced stock of fish. Have a good look through their galleries and look for recent pictures. Very
often you will find that what you are looking at are pictures of carp that are long since dead. Again the
owners are not lying, the fish were present at one time, but they are now not available for you to catch.

Up to mid-December is still good but after that you’re really taking your chances. Some fisheries
will offer close season bargains and reduced rates but as mentioned earlier this needs careful
deliberation.
So that’s time of year covered; now all you have to do is pick your venue! Given the nature of where
we live, we have little control over the time we arrive at our chosen venue, so it`s worthwhile thinking about the other anglers that might be on the lake and the way the venue is run with regard to
the swim draw. It`s not fair or practical for a fishery owner to ask the other anglers to wait for you
to arrive before they do the swim draw, so as a result you and your party will get the worst looking
swims on the lake and may be fishing nowhere near each other. This is where maybe booking a lake
exclusively can be a big plus, or maybe a lake that allows you to pre-book your swims. This way there
is no mad rush to get to the lake and swims can be sorted out within the group long before you even
get to the lake. This leads to a much more relaxed atmosphere. The first time I went to France back
in 2002 we booked a lake and we were not going to get there until some six hours after the peg draw.
We were resigned to the fact that we were going to get the’ banger’ swims. On our arrival we were
delighted to find out that the other four anglers had to cancel and we happily had the lake to ourselves and the pick of swims. We had a great week landing 130 fish between the four of us and that
was in July, if I remember correctly. Someone else’s bad luck was our good luck on that occasion but
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The result of rushing to a lake. This blown Tyre
caused us all sorts of problems

When you can have food like this dropped
to your swim , it`s worthwhile thinking of
getting the food packages. They work out
cheaper than you buying your own food
plus you don`t have to lose rod hours
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Be reasonable with what you expect to catch in France.
It`s not as easy as you might expect it to be. Ask
yourself what you want to catch in a week and then
try and pick and lake with a stocking level that might
reflect a possibility of that happening. At the end of
the day they are carp that have been fished for all their
life and are not easy to catch, unless the lake is grossly
over stocked, there is no natural food left and the fish
have no choice but to eat your bait. This is not fishing;
this is catching, hook a duck sort of stuff. I think that
these lakes are just cruel and to be avoided. If you hear
of anglers regularly getting fifty or sixty fish in a week
then it’s probably little more than a carp concentration
camp. These lakes will have a very high mortality rate
that of course you`ll not be told about before booking…
Finally, I’ll touch on the different ways to get to France.
If you are tight for time and the prospect of 18 hours
on a ferry both ways doesn`t appeal to you then you
can avail of the ‘fly and survive’ packages some fisheries have to offer. This normally includes tackle hire,
an airport pick up and drop off, which means all you
need to bring is minimal tackle and personal items. A
food package is an option most times on these venues.
However, this option is not for everyone, as some
anglers like to use their own gear. If you want to bring
your own and save journey time then there is always
what we call a land bridge. This involves getting a ferry
to Wales, driving down through Wales and England to
Dover and then getting the ferry or going through the
tunnel to Calais. It will get you there a lot quicker but
this is my least favourite way of going to France, as you
arrive very tired. It is also a very expensive way to do
it. Incredibly, the ferry to Wales can be dearer than the
ferry to France. I much prefer to get the long ferry from
Rosslare and have a good night’s kip and get up in the
morning and be fresh for the drive and set up ahead.
I hope that I’ve not confused people too much and that
this information will be helpful when planning your
holiday. Thanks for reading and I wish you the very best
of luck on your travels,
See you all next month,
Dan O Kelly
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What most anglers go to France for - a monster carp of nearly 50lb! You can only catch what’s in front of you...

Next month: Part 2 - Bait and tackle for a French carp trip

Off the Scale

Stockist of quality Carp,
Pike, Coarse and Sea
tackle
087-2595559

sales@fishingtackleireland.ie

‘‘I love fishing. You put
that line in the water
and you don’t know
what’s on the other end.
Your imagination is
under there”
Robert Altman
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It didnt quite make the first issue but the rather
unique Off the Scale logo is almost ready...
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Angling

Centre

fishingtackle2u.co.uk

Unit 44
Argyle Business Centre
Belfast
Open 9
am-5
BT13 2AP
Mon-S pm
at

Ideally situated just 2mins from the Westlink, in Belfast City centre,
our store promises big things and delivers! Fresh bait always
available and 2 large chest freezers stuffed with bait for pike
and sea angling! Our range of tackle is enviable and we stock all
major brands at competitive prices!

POLEHILL CARP FISHERY

Is our premier match complex consisting of
4 fishable lakes, including ‘Donut’, our 30-peg
circular lake, which has produced winning
catches of up to 87lb
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Call us on 02890 313156		
Email us at sales@fishingtackle2u.co.uk
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McKees
Bangors Angling
Superstore
16 Balloo Avenue
Call 02891 454983

et
!

Please visit our site for exclusive deals
with quick delivery and excellent service!

Earning your stripes
Renowned match and specimen angler Gary Doyle shows you
how to get the most from your winter peg when fishing for perch,
match-style
Today’s session was fished on one of the flowing
canals off the prolific River Barrow. These can
be excellent areas when the main river is high
or in flood and with the level in my chosen
spot dropping it looked even better for a bit of
winter sport. As always before a trip, the night
before was spent tying the appropriate rigs and
hooklenghts that I would need to cope with the
varying current speeds I may encounter.
I arrived at the venue and set up where I thought
I would catch
a few perch.
Looking out at
the flow on the
canal (not strong
at all) I decided
I was going to
fish the pole.
The pole simply
offers better
presentation and
today I opted for
my Sensas 544
Power Carp. I
use a Sensas 774
pole when I fish
matches, but
for a pleasure
session I use the
544 to save my
more delicate

774. Elastic choice was Blue Daiwa Hydro, which
being hollow with more stretch, means there
is less chance of pulling the hook out of a fish.
I set up two rigs which consisted of a 2g and 3g
Sensas Jean Phillipe float on 0.16mm mainline
(approx. 4lb), using an olivette and trimming bulk
shot 18” from the hook and two No. 9 droppers
6” and 12” from the hook, respectively. The
hook I chose for today was a size 12 Kamasan
B560 tied to 0.12mm hooklength. I find these
hooks have great hooking potential when using
bigger baits like those I brought with me
for today’s session, which consisted of
lobworms, red worms, red maggot and
casters. All are typical, and great, perch
baits.

Lobworm tail was the chosen hookbait today
for the larger perch
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I opted for 2g and 3g Sensas Jean Phillipe floats

I decided to fish two lines, one at 5m and one at
11.5m. I plumbed up carefully and both swims
were about seven foot deep. However, the flow
in through the five metre line was slower so I
opted for the 2g rig here and the 3g on the far
line. I set both floats three inches over depth
so I could hold back the float against the flow
and inch the hookbait through the swim. This
is often necessary in cold conditions when fish
are reluctant to feed aggressively. I chopped up
a handful of lobs, added a handful of casters to
Lobworms, red worms, red maggots
and casters. Its important to have a
good choice of bait with you, just
incase!

the mess, and fed it through a medium sized
bait dropper. A bait dropper will keep your feed
in a tight area on the bottom. The more often
used pole cup would prove useless in these
conditions, scattering bait into the flow. I fed
one bait dropper on the inside line and two bait
droppers on the outside line. I started on the
(furthest) 11.5m line because the river was clear
today and I thought the fish might settle over my
feed quicker here.
After five minutes I had my first bite, from a
perch of four ounces. The next few put-ins
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resulted in the same outcome, all
caught on the tail of a lobworm. The
swim then went quiet, as they often
do, and I changed bait to red worm.
Straight away the float went under
again and this time a smaller perch
of two ounces was swung to hand,
soon followed by four more ‘stripeys’.
Interestingly, I noticed that the four
ounce perch were full of worm and
the smaller perch were spitting up
caster, so I decided to re-feed the
outside line and come in onto my five
metre line. I soon realised that this
nearer swim was full of small 2-3oz
perch and that I could catch these quicker on
maggot rather than worm. I knew that the
smaller perch were sitting over the chopped
worm rather than eating it so I went back out
to my outside line to see if there were any
bigger perch about. The float hadn’t even
settled when it sailed away and a better sized
perch of half a pound soon graced the landing
net. For the next hour I found myself

Deep in concentration on a grey winters day...
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Chopped worm and caster takes some beeating for
attracting perch but think about how much of each
you feed into your swim

keep the smaller two ounce ‘wasps’ away.
So, back to the 11.5m line I went with the tail of
a lob on the hook. Way down the swim, away
from the feed, the float dipped. I struck and
immediately knew I had a better fish on. After a
slight struggle and a few shakes of the head later
a lovely perch of 12oz was landed. Happy days!
Back out and down the swim again, the float
dipped and another perch of the same size was
landed. This trend continued for another 8-10
trots through before the swim, again, went quiet.

netting any perch I caught, all weighing in the
6-8oz bracket. All were caught on the tail of a
lobworm.
After this, the swim went quiet again and I
decided to go for broke. I re-fed with two bait
droppers of mostly worm with only a few casters
to see if the smaller perch would stay away.
While I was waiting for my outside line to settle I
came back in on the inside line with the tail of a
lob but I never had a bite! I changed to maggot
and I caught a small 2oz perch straight away. I
put two red worms on the hook and went back
out. The float dipped and a perch of 4oz was
swung to hand. Another two four ounce perch
soon followed and I decided to re-feed this time
with just worm, chopped only a few times so the
pieces were bigger. Because the perch were only
sitting over the worm on the bottom I hoped that
the bigger pieces would keep the perch there
longer and that by not introducing caster would
The 11.5m line proved better for the
larger perch, at least for today!
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After inching a lobworm tail down the swim for
ten minutes without a bite, I changed bait to
red worm. My first trot down on red worm and
the float dipped just off the feed and a perch of
6oz was netted. A few more 4-6 oz perch were
landed before the swim went quiet yet again, so
I came back in on the closer line to see if there
were any fish hanging around. Once more, I

started on the tail of a lob to try and encourage
a bigger fish. A six ounce perch was landed and a
few more quickly followed before the bites dried
up. I swapped hookbait to double red worm but
failed to get a bite. Then I chose to fish with two
red maggots and I was soon swinging in two
ounce perch, one after the other. I shipped out
to the outside line once again in the hope of a
larger stamp of fish but I failed to catch after
numerous trots through. Soon I gave in and
fished double red maggot down the same piece
of water, the float being pulled under by another
very small perch as soon as the float had settled.

I managed another three of these mini-stripeys
before, in the failing light, I decided to call it a
day.
With the rest of the gear all put away, I pulled
out my keepnet and, to my surprise, it felt
heavier than I had expected. I gently tipped
the fish into a weigh sling and put them on the
scales. Amazingly, the scales settled at 23lbs
8ozs, which I was shocked at as I hadn’t thought
I’d broken the 20lb barrier. What a great little
session it turned out to be! It certainly beat
sitting at home in front of a nice, warm fire – I
think!
A few quick pictures later
and the fish were returned
to the water. Fishing is all
about learning. Even the
bad days should teach you
something. Today was a good
day, though, and a few things
that I noticed were that the
bigger perch clearly stayed
back off the feed while the
smaller ones sat on top of it.
The bigger perch were eating
the chopped worm and the
smaller ones were spitting out
caster. A change to a smaller
bait brought bites when I
thought there was nothing in
the swim. It just shows you
that being prepared to make
a simple change, to your
feeding regime or hookbait,
can make all the difference to
your catch rate.
Happy fishing,
Gary Doyle
By thinking constantly about
how, what and why I fed my
swims, I managed to catch
over 20lb of winter perch.
Not bad at all!
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Reeling in the years
An interview with MIKE “DINGLE” TUDOR
Q. You are an Irish angling veteran. How
long have you been visiting Irish waters
and what was the initial draw for you?
A. My first trip to Ireland was in 1958, at the
age of thirteen. My mum was battling with
cancer and had been very ill for some time.
She was nearing her last few days with us. It
was in the May of that year that my Uncle Ted
and Aunt Rebecca (who had been taking me
fishing since the age of eight as we did not
have transport) were off on their annual trip
to Castletownbear on the far southwest coast
of Ireland, in their maroon colour Dormobile.
We went along, too. I can remember when
we entered Castletown’; all the locals waved,
as they knew them so well from their many
previous visits. My Uncle and Aunt offered to
take me on a fishing trip to give my Dad a
break, as you can imagine it was a particularly
hard time for him. We camped out at on the
headland at Dunboys Castle opposite Bear
Island and fished the bay for Pollock and also
caught Mackerel for bait for the Skate, which
were far more plentiful than they are now. I
was completely hooked and have been an
angler, and returning to Ireland, ever since.
I have missed a few annual trips,
what with getting married, moving (from Kent
to Scotland!) and so on. However, I certainly
made up for those losses by sometimes
coming three times a year; I missed the place
that much!
Q. Do you still view the Irish experience
and angling in the swame light? Has it
changed significantly in your view and if
so, how much? What has changed?
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A. Changes over the last fifty plus years
have been immense and, like a lot of visitors,
in a rather selfish way, I wished they hadn’t
occurred. Oh, how Ireland has grown up.
The softness has gone and everything has
sped up so much. Even pulling a pint of the
traditional Guinness is done in quarter of
the time these days! But, like some parts of
the west side of the U.K., you can still come
across those quaint little village’s that time
has forgotten, if you keep off the many new,
straight roads that have been built!
The days of being the only person
on a river or lough have largely gone, as has
the thought of knowing yours was more than
likely the first bait to be fished there. Sadly,
this is evident with the general angling rubbish
left on the banks these days. The tranquillity
has now been broken by speed boats and
water skiers and of course other anglers.
On the flip side, fisheries development has
improved access to a large number of venues
throughout the country, with purpose built
platforms and parking areas. Overall though,
thankfully the Irish people are still very much
the same - full of warmth, ‘craic’ and laughter,
especially with a few glasses of the black stuff
thrown in!
Q. What are the best things about Irish
angling in your opinion?
A. The best things about Irish angling include is
its development and evolution over the years,
especially in those early days when the old
Inland Fisheries Trust (now Inland Fisheries
Ireland) moved tench and other species about
to create new waters for them. That was an

A very old photo of some Skate and Pollock we caught from Bantry
Bay on my very first Irish trip in 1958
exciting period for visiting anglers. With so
much water on the island, it is wonderful to
know that there are still places, even today,
that have never been fished properly, areas
you cannot easily get to. The other thing to
hearten the sport has to be the quality of the
Irish anwgler’s these days. That’s one side of
Irish angling where huge changes have been
made. Back in the day, seldom did you see
a specialised Carp, Tench or Bream angler
on coarse lakes; it was always Pike or Perch
for the table… or for the cat! I am glad to say
that I have met many like-minded anglers in
Ireland and have made many great friends as
a result.

pet hate as I mentioned in the 2003
ISFC report. Close behind has to be the
lack of commitment by the powers-thatbe in addressing the poaching of fish
in recent times. So much damage has
now been done by poachers to so many
venues (not all, of course) and it was
far too late in the day that any of them
were actually punished and prosecuted.
Then there are still too many netting
licenses being allocated and too many
netting operations being conducted
on the bigger lakes, such as the Great
Western Loughs. This is destroying the
Pike and coarse angling, and is certainly
Q. …and what are the worst?
doing no favours whatsoever in terms of
A. The worst has to be the introduction the ‘natural balance’ of those lakes. The
of Roach, and allowing them to spread numbers of visiting Pike anglers have
the way they did, but that’s a personal dropped dramatically in recent times. So
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many B&Bs, guesthouse’s, pubs, local
shops (including tackle shops) miss out
due to the lack of numbers coming over
now, not to mention the poor fish! Angling
visitor numbers continue to decline each
year; the current system and policies are
all very short sighted in my view. And still,
despite these problems, even though
I have missed the last few years due
to personal reasons I keep getting Irish
angling withdrawal systems!
Q. You have fished so many waters
over the years Dingle, do you have
any favourites and why?
A. My favourite water, now that’s a very
hard one. I’ve fished so many, most of
them in their heyday, such as the likes of
Lanesborough and Shannonbridge on the
River Shannon, Monalty and Lough Na
Glack near Carrickmacross. I suppose
my favourite has to be Garnafailagh
guesthouse, though, throughout the
1960s with Fred & Clare Carter on the
famous ‘L-shaped bay’ on Coosan Lough
(off Lough Ree) after Tench, my favourite
fish species. It was such a great time; it
was all new and mysterious. Along with
Tench I also landed specimen Rudd and
Rudd/Bream hybrids there, which I had
never caught before. The other anglers
frequenting Garnafailagh during that
period also made it so special. I met
both of the renowned Barry Rickards and
Ray Webb whilst fishing there. Whilst
researching material for my chapter
“The Records and History of Irish Tench”
in the latest Tenchfishers book “Tinca
tinca”, I had the pleasure of revisiting
Garnafailagh House and meeting the
new owners. It was a joy to revisit a place
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A well-built Bream from Garnafailagh, Coosan, Lough Ree caught in 1964
that holds so many wonderful memories
for me. It’s incredible to think of just how
many specimen fish were caught there
through the 60s, and also to think of how
many of them were weighed on grocery
scales at the famous boat house!
There are so many other Irish
waters other than the above-mentioned
ones which I dearly love. I could go on all
day… You don’t know how lucky you are
over there and I feel privileged to have
been there from the very beginning.

of fishing in Ireland I have many fond
memories and more than a few funny
stories to tell! The one that always comes
to mind when my friends and I all meet
up is when my late pal John Staples and I
were fishing from a boat at dusk for Rudd.
We were free line floating cubes of bread
crust, the classic Rudd tactic of the day.
John made a cast when, out of nowhere,
a large seagull swooped down and hit
his cube of bread in mid-air! “Where the
f*** did that go?” I heard John exclaim.
To watch him play that gull like a remote
controlled plane still brings tears to my
eyes, as it went on for ages. I still dream
about the event even today.
It was later that night I landed
a very big Rudd, the only one I ever
submitted to the Irish Specimen Fish
Committee (ISFC). Due to several
consecutive early morning starts and late
night finishes (!), I had nodded off in the

Q. Do you have any memories (funny
stories, lost fish etc.) or catches which
stand out in your mind? Good or
bad… When was your first specimen
fish for example?
A. As you can imagine, in over fifty years

Another specimen Garnafailagh tench being weighed on the grocery scales!
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boat, holding the rod, when I was suddenly
woken with the rod rattling in my hands.
I am sickened to say that the hook was
so far down
its throat that
the
great
fish
died.
In
those
days, Rudd,
Roach and
their hybrids
with Bream,
realistically
had to be
killed in order
to
submit
a claim, as
the
ISFC
required
the
actual
body
for
identification. Although I submitted
that one Rudd, I have never submitted
another body, of any species, despite
catching many over the years. When I did
my research of ISFC records through the
ages (as mentioned above), it dawned
on me that thousands of specimen Rudd,
Rudd/Bream, Roach and Roach/Bream
were sacrificed just so someone could get
their name on a certificate and a badge
for their hat or jacket. It makes me ill just
thinking about it. One or two is perhaps
acceptable (those that die through natural
causes or occasional mishandling) but
certain visiting anglers killed a ridiculous
amount of fish. One well known angler,
in particular, in one holiday, presented no
fewer than twenty-seven Rudd over 2lb,
plus a load of Rudd/bream hybrids to the
ISFC for identification and ratification. It
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makes one wonder what type of angler’s
we had back then. Thankfully, modern
pike and carp anglers have led the way

in terms of improving
fish welfare and handling, though
why many match anglers haven’t felt
it necessary to review their weigh-in
systems is beyond me.
I only have eight ‘official’
specimens to my name; seven Tench
(five in ‘63 and two in ‘64) and that one
Rudd that died. I honestly lost count of
the amount of specimen Tench I caught
on Coosan that first year, as rowing them
all the way back to the boat house to
weight them on certified scales, in my
mind, stressed them out to much. One
has to remember a specimen Tench was
only 5lbs in those days, so most females
of four pounds plus (a relatively averagesized fish) went over the magical five
when caught at the right time of the
year! Although I have always refused

to kill a fish to submit it as a
specimen, the vast majority
of my Tench and Bream,
plus other species, have
been returned and not
claimed. I once caught
an Eel over the Irish
record from the River
Suck whilst Bream
fishing and returned it,
though in my defence,
I have to admit that I
did not know what the
record was at the time!
I have always
admired the work of the
ISFC and respect what they
have done over the years in
publishing their ‘little yellow book’,
of which I have all the copies since 1955.
I feel only a selected few specimens
these days are submitted, largely due to
the fact that the venue has to be named.
However, thanks to their work in genetic
identification techniques Rudd, Roach
and their hybrids don’t have to be killed
these days. But no one is going to telling
me those thousands of top quality Rudd
did not have some effect on the species
in selected waters; they were after all the
best of their breed.

The one and only Fred Carter,
weighing specimen Bream at
the boathouse

favourite has to be fishing the
float ‘lift method’ over that
first marginal shelf for
Tench, and seeing
a ‘fizzing’ fish
get nearer and
nearer to your
baited hook. The
excitement
and
adrenalin
rush
never fails when
the float lifts and
slide away!

Q. What is your favourite method and
species in Irish waters?t
A. As anglers, we all have to adapt and
fish different methods at different times if
we are to enjoy any form of consistency
in terms of catching fish. Modern tactics
incorporating bolt rigs, artificial baits and
spodding, for example, have their place,
of course. However, without doubt, my Dingle posing with a dawn tench and
glorious rudd at Garnafailagh
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Q. What is your favourite method and
species in Irish waters?

have guessed, Coosan Lough, with my
lifelong friends John & George fishing for
Tench and Rudd from a punt in the L- shaped
bay - my idea of angling heaven; peace,
solitude, great, unknown fishing and great
company. That first year at Garnafailagh was
very special. We were much younger than
the other guest’s and easily impressed by
the older anglers, some well-known, but we
certainly held our own and caught more than
most of them.

A. As anglers, we all have to adapt and fish
different methods at different times if we are
to enjoy any form of consistency in terms of
catching fish. Modern tactics incorporating
bolt rigs, artificial baits and spodding,
for example, have their place, of course.
However, without doubt, my favourite has to
be fishing the float ‘lift method’ over that first
marginal shelf for Tench, and seeing a ‘fizzing’
fish get nearer and nearer to your baited hook. Q. What do you see happening in the
The excitement and adrenalin rush never fails future in terms of angling in Ireland? Do
you see more positive or negative things
when the float lifts and slide away!
happening?
Q. If you could travel back in time and visit
Here is Dingle with a Garnafailagh Bream in 1966, and a Garnafailagh Tench in
just one Irish water when would it be, why, A. In truth, I have more fears than hopes 2010. Over 40 years apart and he is wearing the same lucky coat and hat, now
when it comes to coarse fishing in Ireland.
for what fish and with whom (if anyone)?
with a few more holes and badges on them!
The numbers of overseas visitors are down
If I could travel back in time and revisit just due to the poor fishing at many of the once
one water it would have to be, as you may great venues. I have been fishing there since
the late 50s, through the virgin water days and bacon and made pats of butter there and
of the 60s, where bait had never entered then. My first words to John, who became my
many of the waters we fished, when Roach lifelong friend, were “Have you any mouldy
simply didn’t exist in most waters, when you old cheese Mr?” (for cheese paste). “Going
hardly saw another angler. There are very fishing?” was his reply and from that day
few anglers about these days who can say until his untimely death in 2001 we fished
they have fished Lanesborough, for example, everywhere together. He was three years
without seeing another angler! The 70s were older than me and working when we first
even greater in a sense, as knowledge gained met, whilst I was still at school. John and his
from previous years meant we were often into buddies soon took me to a spot on the River
fish straight away. The 80s were excellent, Medway and, still being quite inexperienced,
too. But, with the modern day problems of all I could do all day long was snag the bushes
poaching, invasive species and continued and trees on the opposite bank. One of them
mismanagement, I sadly believe I have seen shouted out “you’re a right Dingle!”, and it’s
the best of Irish angling.
stayed with me ever since.

Rudd, Bream and my beloved Tench from the L-shaped bay at Coosan
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Q. And finally… where does the nickname
‘Dingle’ originate?!
Editor: Thank you very much for sharing
your memories with us this month, Dingle.
A. My nick name came about when I started
fishing with some lads in the village I had just I hope you have many more years happy
moved to in Kent, from Surrey. I went down fishing and make even more memories.
to the old grocery store where one of them
worked; the type of shop that cut your cheese
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A beautiful sunset over the beautiful Lough Currane

Chris Wathen is a regular guest at our lodge. He has fished
with me on Kerry’s Lough Currane every summer for the past
12 years. He likes good fishing and he likes good food so Chris
knows both the boat and house routines well. He looks at
his watch and tells me we should be thinking about getting
back for dinner. I nod in agreement but all my five senses are
working on fishing including, possibly, a sixth sense. “One last
cast,” I reply. The sounds of those three words resonate in my
head like a hollow promise. One last cast, then another last
cast, followed by another last cast, then another and another.
Presently, a second reminder comes from Chris who knows
that the dinner wife don’t take no prisoners unless there is
good reason. I concede, “Okay,” and start putting the fly line
back on the reel, but halfway through winding it on to the
drum the voice inside whispers quietly, “one last cast.” The
short line unrolls and the team of three flies hits the water
while simultaneously the point fly explodes! This was a big fish
day and this is the explosive end of that big fish…
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One last cast...
by Roger Baker
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We have been fishing in a big wave and a
strong south-westerly is now blowing us across
the lough while I am playing a big trout. There
is much underwater structure, sedimentary
sandstone bed rock, in this part of the lake.
Much of it breaks surface as small islands and
much more lies hidden beneath the surface
as potential hazards, to the experienced or
inexperienced, in a big wave. Unlike resident
Brown trout, which spend their lives in their
freshwater habitat, sea-run Brown trout or Sea
trout as we call them rarely dive into rocks but
swim over them. Most of the fighting goes on
near the surface or in the snag-free zone above
the rock. Because they live and swim in the

coastal tidal vectors, where they feed lavishly
on high-protein diets and build strong muscle,
they fight harder, pound for pound, than their
freshwater brethren. They are, of course, both
the same species, Salmo trutta. A ‘Juner’ is a fish
that left the lough in March as a smolt and has
returned for the first time weighing around one
pound. A shoal of these beautifully silvered fish
are the cream of the sport when you can come
across them. Even one of these gives a good
account of itself on the standard 10 foot, #7wt
fly rod and line. This one, ten times that size, is
giving a great account of itself. Chris rings home
to explain there will be a delay and to put dinner
on hold.

The three flies on my cast are 63 inches apart,
which is the length that I stretch my arms out
when making up the cast with its two droppers
and point fly. The fish has taken the Green Peter,
a sedge pupae or stone fly pattern, one of the
most important in the box. However, it is 10 feet
six inches below the top dropper, and if I’m not
careful I could wind the top dropper into the tip
ring. This happens on occasion, so I always tie my
droppers around the mainline in a way (four-turn
Water knot) that they can break off without the
mainline snapping. But there is no way that I’m
going to take that chance with this fish. Normally
I could stand up out of my seat and raise the rod
higher, but this fish is bending the rod double

and putting it way out of range of the landing
net in a boat bobbing in a big wave. The wind
has picked up to a higher speed of 14 or 15 miles
per hour and soon, in what seems a very short
time, we are possibly one mile from where we
hooked up, and now close to Major’s Point on
the eastern shore. I have no alternative but to
tell Chris to take the rod and pull hard. At first he
refuses, and then sees the futility of gentlemanly
fishing morals, and does as I ask. I extend the
landing net handle to its limits and dig the net
down deep, something I would never do under
normal circumstances, and bring the fish safely
on board to lay it on the unhooking mat.

“There is much
underwater structure...
hidden beneath the
surface as potential
hazards”

A rare flat calm evening on Kerry’s famous Lough Currane
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After motoring out from the shore a
safe distance, I set about the unhooking
and freeing the fish from the net. After
a few quick photographs I wedge myself
against the boat’s gunnel and hold
the fish in the water to revive it. I hold
the wrist of the Sea trout’s tail in my
right hand while supporting it under
the belly with my left. Subsurface, I
move the fish gently backwards and
forwards to pull oxygen-rich water over
her gills. I’ve been doing this revival
for about 20 minutes but I do not let
her go until she swims off strongly by
pulling her tail from my now calculated
grip. Do not let them go too soon, else
they may just sink to the bottom and
not be able to recover. They need your
careful assistance, here more than ever,
to spawn again, and perhaps to fight
another day.
After reading this and you’re a
newcomer to lake or lough fishing for
Sea trout, or even an old hand, you may
be wondering why the flies need to be
so far apart. Well first, if you use only
two flies this isn’t a problem. The third
fly makes the first two flies fish better,
and as the point fly, that is the Green
Peter’s second job. I like the flies far
apart so that one is not a distraction to
another, and the trout gets to look at
them only one at a time. Sea trout are
very shy, they’re very easily spooked,
they have to be. Another reason that I
don’t use connecting floss loops is that
they offer too much distraction. I know
this because I’ve had Sea trout, and
Browns, take them. Instead, I Nail-knot a
nine foot tapered leader to my fly line at
the start of the season, and Uni-knot one
of those 2mm stainless steel rings to the
end. To this I tie the leader, making the
whole rig about 20 feet long. When the
end of the fly line touches down on the
water, the long leader presents a lesser
distraction for the Sea trout to the flies.
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“Chris rings home
to explain there will
be a delay and to
put dinner on hold”

A superb double-figure, fly-caught summer Sea trout
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Early season, from the middle to the end
of March, I most likely go out alone with an
intermediate glass line and a single large fly on
the point, with perhaps one dropper six feet
above it. The point fly will be a large fry-imitating
pattern like a medicine, zonker or snake. Currane
is a hard water and I’m very lucky in that I can
go more or less whenever I like, all the season
through. However, if you fancy a crack at a big
Sea trout, in the most beautiful silver livery
and fresh muscled condition, then April is the
month. They’re hard but they’re worth it. After
May and June, as the season moves on (always
too quickly), the fish get darker and take on the
colours of resident Brown trout. Personally, I
think all trout should be returned from the end
of July onwards. The fish in this story was a July
fish; still in great, hard fighting condition but just
starting to lose the silver and the pristine magic.

Next month: Sea trout - the point fly and droppers
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Thanks for reading...

Off
the
Scale
Casting a new eye on angling

